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Building
> Scaling Removal
> Water Quality Improvement
> Improved Heat Transfer
> Biofilm Removal
> Reduced Maintenance Costs
> Cleaning Drain Pipes

> Suppression of Pathogens
> Desinfection
> Cost Saving
> Better Equipment Performance
> Tasty Water
> Antifouling

ISO 20480-1:2017 Bubble size definition

Microbubbles: Greater than 1 and Less than 100 μm
Fine bubble: Less than 100 μm
Ultrafine bubbles: Less than 1 μm, normally between 100 and 200 nm
Nanobubble is old term for Ultrafine bubbles



Ultrafine Bubbles (UFB) 110 to 180 nm, with the world first

generator nozzle. UFB bubbles display unique properties in water.

✓ 100nm = 2000x surface area of   micro
bubbles

✓ No Buoyancy near perfect gas transfer

✓ Can remain suspended in water for
months

✓ Increases water’s gas holding capacity

✓ Excellent mixing aerates entire water
column

✓ Maximum utilization potential of every
mole of oxygen

Ultrafine Bubbles

PPO2 values (1,053.3 mmHg) in water
containing UFBs of 0.5m, were
approximately 38.6% higher than the
theoretical maximum volume of oxygen
saturation (760 mmHg) with microbubbles

Cavitation method to generate UFB

Transform bubbles in water into Ultra Fine Bubbles.
● Do not use external air
● Do not use external pump, electricity, or gas
● Almost no water pressure dicline
● Sizes from 13mm to 150mm
● 50 million ultrafine bubbles pr. ml



Use Case
Problem: Biofilm and Legionella
Legionella bacteria are found in all water that is not sterile, even in nature. When the water is heated, the 

bacteria get better growth conditions and we can get a concentration that is so great that it becomes 

dangerous. The bacterium thrives best in stagnant water between 20 and 50° C. Legionella bacteria die 
when heated to 50° C. The problem is that the bacteria are good at "hiding" in bottom sludge, salts and the 

like. found in all hot water tanks and pipes. The bacteria can "hide" even at high temperatures. Ultrafine 

bubbles remove biofilm and also kills the Legionella in the process.

UFB is good for removing and preventing biofilm.
Problem: Urinary stone inside pipes
Urinary stone is cause of smell at any public toilet and has no ways to remove it. 
This is a huge problem all round the world.



Use Case
Problem: Scale includes calcium clog
In order to clean the scale, dialysis hospitals use strong chemical for its cleaning. It 
is expensive and harmful for the environment, causes of deterioration of sewage 

piping.

Water Temperature
Cleans water heaters and other equipment with water temperature up to 80C.



Keep your water and cooling systems clean

✓ Commercially proven with over 5000 installations.
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